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I am very proud to be able to offer for sale yet another Lancia Aurelia

B24 Spider 'America'. As can be seen from the photos, this Spider

(chassis 1028) is in absolute super condition. The more this sexy

Lancia sportscar has all the extra's a collector would dream of. From

the 240 produced, a minority were produced in RHD ( according to

real Lancia enthusiasts until 1955 a Lancia should be RHD) and

generally destinated for the European market (Speedo in Km.!)

because the more numerous LHD models went mostly to the USA.

The photo of the very clean engine bay (chassis and engine numbers

are matching) shows clearly this B24 Aurelia is fitted with the sought

after Nardi carburettor kit. Also super is the fact that this B24 Spider is

fitted with Borrani wire-wheels and the very rare Carrozzeria Fontana

hard-top. The history of chassis 'B24 1028' is cristal clear and well

documented. Although being professionally restored (nut and bolt!) in

the 80-ies by the well reputed Lancia specialists KCA from Milano,

this Spider has hardly been driven since (3.000 Km.). All those years

this B24 Spider has been properly maintained by the classic car

specialist Clerici in Como. Although these Spiders are very rare, this

is the 5-th Lancia Aurelia B24 Spider 'America' I am offering for sale

in a little bit more than 1 year (I am sure this must be qualified as

some sort of world-record!). From experience I know that these Italian

sportscars are 'hot' collectors items. So, if you are interested don't

waste time and contact me asap or you might be disappointed...

Marque Lancia

Modèle Aurelia B24 Spider America

Année de construction 1955
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